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antecella
antecella-refers to the expression: small temple space that preceded the beautiful and played the role of lobby-

anti
anti-individual of an Indigenous Amerindian people spread over what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

anti ashaninka
anti ashaninka- individual of an indigenous Amerindian people distributed by what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

anti o ashaninka
anti or Ashaninka-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people distributed in what today constitutes part of the territory
of Peru and Brazil-

anti, ashaninka
anti, ashaninka-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people distributed by what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

anti-ashaninka
anti-Ashaninka - individual of an Amerindian indigenous people distributed throughout what today constitutes Peru and
Brazil-

antia
Antia - refers to the expression: fish marine acantopterigio, Perciformes, edible meat, distributed in the oceans around
the world, both in tropical waters as subtropical; is laterally compressed body and reaching one meter in length, its back,
which is almost straight, is green with orange spots, and by the womb, plateado-el antia Word or dolphinfish is used
within the study of Ichthyology

antiaéreos
relating or belonging to ladefensa against aircraft

antibiótico
antibiotic-Refers to a remedy or chemical compound used to cure different diseases; they can be a product
manufactured by synthesis or they are natural products derived from fungi, mosses and other tiny living things, and they
have the property to act on a certain type of germs called bacteria-

antibióticos
antibiotics-belonging to a remedy or chemical used to cure different diseases; it may be products manufactured by
synthesis or natural products derived from fungi, mosses and other tiny living beings, which have the property of acting
on a particular type of germ called bacteria-

anticiclones
It refers to the area of high atmospheric pressure are generated where descending air column that put pressure on the
Earth's surface causing winds. There are permanent and temporary or seasonal-cyclone



anticuerpos monoclonales
monoclonal antibodies—these are laboratory-created proteins that resemble the natural versions that the body develops to fight bacteria and viruses.

antigravedad
antigravity - refers to the expression: hypothetical repulsive, equal and opposite to the force of gravity - the word
antigravity is used within the study of physics and cosmography -

antiguas
(((((antiguas-pertenecientes to the expression: 1) that existed for a long time - 2) that took place in times ancient - 3)
person who has long been a profession or forming part of a community - 4) outdated, last fashion-5) in history, people
who viv IO in ancient times-

antimateria
antimatter - refers to the expression: matter made up of subatomic particles of same properties, but contrary to the
normal matter electric sign -

antiope
Antiope-asteroid discovered byK.  T.  R.  Lutherel1 October 1866-

antirrino
antirrino - refers to the expression: plant of the family of the plantaginaceas, which is itself in various areas of the
Mediterranean, biennial, Woody base, and is used in gardens and ornamental decorations; also in medicine used as
astringent, inflammation and antihemorroidal-el Word antirrino or Bunny is of use in the study of Botany -

antis
antis-refers to the members of an Amerindian indigenous people divided by what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

antis ashaninkas
Antis Ashaninkas-members of an Amerindian indigenous people spread throughout what today constitutes the territory
of Peru and Brazil-

antis o ashaninkas
antis or Ashaninkasmembers of an indigenous Amerindian people distributed throughout what is now Peru and Brazil-

antis, ashaninkas
antis, ashaninkas-members of an indigenous Amerindian people distributed throughout what is now Peru and Brazil-

antis-ashaninkas
antis-Ashaninkas-members of an indigenous Amerindian people spread over what today constitutes the territory of Peru
and Brazil-

antisemitas
It says those who have ideas and hostile attitudes towards Jews and their culture -



antígone
Antigone- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on February 5, 1873-

antílopes
.  similar, the Gazelle - like mammals

antítesis
antithesis -.  It is said the quality or quality or condition Dela person or thing opposite in suscondiciones to another -

antojados
antojados = to something tienenantojo.

antropofagias
antropofagias-belonging to the '' action or custom of eating human flesh ''-

antropoides
It is said of those who have human forms. -

antrópico
anthropic, relative or perten. to/el-la /-the: acts of man

antrópicos
relating or pertaining guy or his acts

anuales
that are relating or pertaining (-to the / las-los ) year

anulares
that are relating or pertaining (-to the / las-los ) ring

anulativos
It says those who have forces to cancel

anuro
ANUROse is of a / / unaorden of amphibians, where adult State, are devoid of tail, like the frog and the toad.

anzuelos
It's arponcillos of metal, earrings on a line and some bait, they serve for fishing. -

añejez
It is said the quality / quality or condition deañejo



añojo
referred to in albecerro of a completed year and less than two.

aonios
relating or belonging to lasmusas

apache
Apache-Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New
Mexico and part of Texas-

apache chiricahua
Chiricahua Apache- individual of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern
Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico. - 

apache chiricahua chiricahua
Apache Chiricahua Chiricahua-Individual of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and
southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.  

apache chiricahua o chiricahua
Apache Chiricahua or Chiricahua—an individual of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico- 

apache chiricahua, chiricahua
Apache Chiricahua, Chiricahua-individual of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and
southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico. -

apache chiricahua-chiricahua
Apache Chiricahua-Chiricahua-Individual of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and
southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.  

apache jicarilla
Apache Jicarilla-individual from an Apache population currently living in New Mexico, United States, and speaking a
southern Athabascan language. -

apache mescalero
Apache Mescalero- individual of a native tribe of southern Athabaskan root, currently living on the Indian Reservation
located in south-central New Mexico, United States.

apaches
Apaches—members of an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas-

apaches chiricahuas
Chiricahua Apaches—members of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.



apaches chiricahuas chiricahuas
Chiricahua Apaches Chiricahuas—members of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.  

apaches chiricahuas o chiricahuas
Apaches Chiricahuas or Chiricahuas—members of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.  

apaches chiricahuas, chiricahuas
Apaches Chiricahuas, Chiricahuas- members of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and
southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico-

apaches chiricahuas-chiricahuas
Apaches Chiricahuas-Chiricahuas—members of a tribe of Apaches who lived in areas of southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, in the United States, and in northern Mexico.  

apaches jicarillas
Jicarilla Apaches—members of an Apache population currently living in New Mexico, United States, and speaking a southern Athabascan language. -

apaches mescaleros
Mescalero Apaches—members of a native southern Athabascan root tribe, currently living on the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation in south-central New Mexico, United States. 

apachetas
they were constructions made by Andean indigenous peoples that consisted of a set of stacked stones, with different
formats and that were carried out as a sign of devotion to their gods.

apadana
padana-refers to the expression: hypostila room of hearings in the palaces of the ancient Persian-

apalachee
Appalachian- individual of an Amerindian, Muskogi-speaking people, with settlement in the southeastern U.S. In the
U.S., in large areas of the states of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. 

apalachees
Appalachians- members of an Amerindian, Muskogi-speaking people, with settlement in the southeastern U.S. In large
areas of the states of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. -

aparajo
Aparajo-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the United States.
USA-

aparajos
aparajos- members of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the United States.
USA-

apartado



action to lock up the bulls in the stalls a few hours before the Bullfight.

apasiona
It causes or excites some passion. -

apatita
apatite-it is a mineral of greenish or brown tones : it is a calcium phosphate associated with fluoride, chlorine or
hydroxyl-

apatitas
apatites-belonging to a mineral of greenish or brown tones: it is a calcium phosphate associated with fluoride, chlorine or
hydroxyl-

apatosaurio
apatosaur-sauropod dinosaur of the genus formerly known as brontosaurus-

apatosaurios
apatosaurs-belonging to the sauropod dinosaur of the genus formerly known as brontosaurus-

apedreos
apedreos-belonging to the action: '' throwing or throwing stones a person or things ''-

apeldes
apeldes = are the touches of bells before dawn that are made in the convents of the order of San Francisco -

apeles
Apeles-refers to the Greek painter born on the Isle of Cos in the 3rd century a. C; worked in the court of Alexander the
Great, of whom he made several portraits.  None of his works are preserved, of which only literary references are made

apereas
-mammal-like, similar to rabbit, with mouth of rat-

aperturas
openings-belonging to the action: open or open something -

apéndices
refers to the expression ''  '' things attached to or added to another, which are accessory parts like ''  ''-

apio adormidera, adormidera
celery roost, opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-



apio dormidera
celery dormidera-planta papaveraceae annual, medicinal, of white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormidera adormidera
opium poppy roostery-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormidera o adormidera
Dorpopy celery or opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormidera-adormidera
celery roost-opium poppy-plant papaverácea annual, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormideras adormideras
opium poppy roosts-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright steely
leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormideras o adormideras
celery roosts or opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apio dormideras, adormideras
celery roosts, opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apios dormideras
sleeping apios-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely
leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apios dormideras-adormideras
celery roosts-opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveracea plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

apis
sacred animal = Egyptian ox

apis
spanishcolonial Egypt worshipped in the form of a sacred Bull - God

apícolas
relating or belonging to laapicultura



aplauso cerrado
popular speech, it is a unanimous applause, prolonged, with full approval -

aplidín
spain, in different hospitals in Madrid, pharmaMar pharmaceuticals, has achieved very good results against Covid-19
using the drug Aplidín, which decreases the viral load by a very high percentage that can reach up to 70% in patients
infected with coronavirus-

apnea
Apnea: Action to suspend breathing during submergence in the aquatic environment or specifically in the water body to
study.

apocápono
refers to a poisonous shrub native of the island of Madagascar.De almond which gives like fruit removed an oil.

apoderados
Proxy = says those who have or poseenautorizacion another to represent you and proceed on your behalf.

apolíneos
relating or pertaining alDios Apollo.

apollo
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

apolo
God's Lasartes-belleza-sol-adivinacion-elocuencia-poesia-nunca is caso.tuvo many amorous adventures and was
almost always rejected -

apolo
God of the Sun, and lasartes was son of Zeus and the Titan Leto, her twin sister was Artemis-also was the God of
poetry, music and divination arts -

apolo
God of Lasartes-belleza-sol-adivinacion-elocuencia-poesia-su Roman name, Febo, means bright, the bright and refers
to the solar heat that ripen fruits, because Apollo was the God of the summer-

apolo
Laadivinacion - the oracles of God, had an Oracle at Delphi. Roman mythology-

apolo
God of laabundanciaGriega

apologéticos



relating or belonging to laapologia

apomecómetro
apomecometro - refers to topographic unaparato designed to measure heights -

apopar-
Apopar-refers to putting the ship astern to the wind, current, or certain place while at anchor.  -

aporreos
aporreos-belonging to the action or effect of: '' repeatedly hit the keys of a piano ''-

apostadero
Station—refers to the harbor or bay used as an ordinary anchorage for warships.

apostaderos
Station-belonging to the port or bay used as an ordinary anchorage of warships-

apostasías
Apostasies-belonging to the action or effect of: '' forsake, deny the Christian faith or beliefs that one has been educated
''-

apotropaico
apotropaico-refers to the expression : rite, formula or object that by its magical character serves to ward off evil or
promote good, driving away the influences of evil beings-

aprendizaje
learning-refers to a group of methods that allow to codify stimulus-response relationships in living beings- Learning
makes the conditions of certain brain itineraries have a greater presence, which is why the brain structure changes
throughout life and, with the varied experiences acquired over time, coupled with the exchanges of ideas and readings ,
the brain is reshaped over and over again

apretarse
referred to in acenirse in luck, practicing them very close to del Toro and in the same terreno.// push, charge.

aproado
Aproado- refers to a ship that is badly sunk at the bow. 

aproados
belonging to a ship that is badly sunk in the bow

apterigógenos
Apterigogenosse is of a / / unasubclase of lower insect without wings.



apto
suitable = tieneaptitud for some thing.

apuestas
apuestas-pertenecientes action: '' risking money in a particular game ''-

apuranieves
ahurry-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky walls and similar natural, gray,
white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

aquarius
Constellation located in cosmic zone Zodiacal . 

aquenio
achene - belonging to the type of frutoindehiscente, dry, with a single seed, as in Acorn-

aquenios
.  belonging to the type of dry, indehiscent fruit, with a single seed, as the Acorn-

aqueo
It refers to the natural of Achaia, a region of northern Peloponnese, in Greece-

aqueos
Belonging to the native of Achaia, region of the northern Peloponnese, in Greece-

aquilegia
Aquilegia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on December 6, 1925-

aquiles
It is elasesino of Pentiselea, Queen of the Amazons-

aquileya
.  belonging to the name Bureau the plant aquilegia vulgaris-

aquilonales
relating or belonging alaquilon ( 41 North;

aquimeno
aquimeno - refers to unaespecie or type of shrub, of the family of the escrofularineas -

aquinesia
Akinesia - '' refers to the decrease in spontaneous movements and extreme slowness of voluntary movements -



aquitania
Aquitaine is an asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  Courtyel day March 5, 1894-

aquivo
It refers to the natural of Achaia, a region of northern Peloponnese, in Greece-

aquivos
Belonging to the native of Achaia, region of the northern Peloponnese, in Greece-

ara
This is the altar of antiquity were held where the sacrifices.

ara altar
Ara Altar- is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

ara o altar
Ara or Altar-it is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Sur-

ara-altar
Ara - Altar-this is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

arabis
Arabis- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on September 2, 1927-

arachne
Arachne- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on October 13, 1895-

aracnoideo
arachnoid . it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal tissue.

aracnoideo aculeado
aculnate arachnoid - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo aculeolado
aculeolated arachnoid - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo aguijonoso
stinging arachnoid - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-



aracnoideo armado
armed arachnoid - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo braquicentro
arachnoid brachycenter - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo o aculeado
arachnoid or aculeado- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo o aculeolado
arachnoid or aculeolated - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo o aguijonoso
arachnoid or stinging - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo o armado
arachnoid or armed - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo o braquicentro
arachnoid or brachycenter - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo, aculeado
arachnoid, aculeado-it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo, aculeolado
arachnoid, aculeolated- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo, aguijonoso
arachnoid, stinging- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo, armado
arachnoid, armed - it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-



aracnoideo, braquicentro
arachnoid, brachycenter- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo-
arachnoid- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo-aculeado
arachnoid-aculeado- is said to be a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue.

aracnoideo-aculeolado
arachnoid-aculeolado-is said to be a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideo-aguijonoso
arachnoid-stinger- is said to be a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue.

aracnoideo-armado
arachnoid-armed- it is said of a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideo-braquicentro
arachnoid-brachycenter-it is said of a type of plant indumentum that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos
arachnoids- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos aculeados
aculeated arachnoids - belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos aculeolados
arachnoids aculeolated- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos aguijonosos
Stingy arachnoids belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos armados
armed arachnoids- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-



aracnoideos braquicentros
Brachycenter arachnoids- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos o aculeados
arachnoid or aculeados- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos o aculeolados
arachnoid or aculeolated- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos o aguijonosos
Belonging to a type of vegetable clothing that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos o armados
arachnoid or armed- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos o braquicentros
arachnoids or brachycenters- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos, aculeolados
arachnoids, aculeados- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos, aculeolados-
arachnoids, aculeolates- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos, aguijonosos
arachnoids, stingers- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos, armados
arachnoids, armed- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos, braquicentros
arachnoids, brachycenters- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos-aculeados
arachnoid-aculeados- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-



aracnoideos-aculeolados
arachnoid-aculeolated- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos-aguijonosos
arachnoid-stinging belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-

aracnoideos-armados
arachnoid-armed- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

aracnoideos-braquicentros
arachnoids-brachycenters-belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

arago
Arago- is an asteroid discovered by astronomerS.  I .  Beliavskiel on September 5, 1923-

araneidos
ARANEIDOSse is of a / / unasubclase of Arachnids - have provided chelicerae ordinarily poisonous glands and
undivided carapace, as spider.

araña del rincón
Spider of the corner-it is an arachnid that stands out for its appearance and design, such as the drawing of a violin, have
six pairs of eyes, which is interesting considering that most spiders have eight pairs of eyes, are poisonous and their
color varies between the different shades of brown-

araña reclusa grande
large recluse spider-refers to the expression : type of spider that stands out for its appearance and design, like the
drawing of a violin, have six pairs of eyes, which is interesting considering that most spiders have eight pairs of eyes ,
are poisonous and their colour varies between the different shades of brown-

araña tigre
Tiger spider-refers to expression : type of spider whose body is covered with short hairs and lighter hairs around the
knee joints.  It has two pairs of legs facing the front and two pairs back, which could help her cling to the branches,
among which she spends most of her time; they are typical of the Asian continent-

araña violinista
Violin spider-it is a blueberry that stands out for its appearance and design, such as drawing a violin, have six pairs of
eyes, which is interesting considering that most spiders have eight pairs of eyes, are poisonous and their color varies
between the different shades of brown-

arañas tigres
Tiger spiders belonging to a type of spider whose body is covered with short hairs, lighter around the knee joints; it has
two pairs of legs facing the front and two pairs back, which could help her cling to the branches, among which she



spends most of her time; they are typical of the Asian continent-

arañiles
relating or belonging to laarana

arapahoe
Arapahoe-individual of an Indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the United States.
USA-

arapahoe aparajo
Arapahoe aparajo-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the USA. 
UU-

arapahoe o aparajo
arapahoe or aparajo-individual of an Amerindian Indian people who had their habitat in the great plains of the United
States.  UU-

arapahoe, aparajo
Arapahoe, an individual of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the United
States.  UU-

arapahoe-aparajo
arapahoe-aparajo-individual of an Amerindian Indian people who had their habitat in the great plains of the United
States.  UU-

arapahoes
Arapahoes-members of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat on the Great Plains of the U.S. USA-

arapahoes aparajos
Arapahoes aparajos—members of an Amrindio indigenous people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the U.S. UU-

arapahoes o aparajos
Arapahoes or Aparajos—members of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the U.S.  UU-

arapahoes, aparajos
Arapahoes, aparajos—members of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the U.S.  UU-

arapahoes-aparajos
Arapahoes-Aparajos-members of an indigenous Amerindian people who had their habitat in the Great Plains of the
USA.  UU-

araucarias
belonging to a type dearbolabietaceo



arbequines
belonging to one variety or species deolivo catalan, small olives, and excellent oil -

arbolito
arbolito-it is said of the person who, illegally, is engaged in the exchange of currencies (dollar, euro, etc.  ) in different
avenues, terminals and airports-

arbolitos
trees-belonging to the person who, illegally, is engaged in the exchange of currencies (dollar, euro, etc.  ) in different
avenues, terminals and airports-

arbóreas
relating or belonging to or similar to the tree-

arbóreos
relating or pertaining alarbol

arcadia
Arcadia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on March 7, 1924-

arcane
arcane-this is a perforating cartridge that is manufactured for various calibers of cutting weapon-

arcanes
arcnes-belonging to the piercing cartridge that is manufactured for various calibers of cutting weapon-

arcádicos
relating or belonging to laarcadia or the arcade games.

arces
maples - present very hard wood and dotted with spots-belonging to a type dearbolaceraceo -

arctica
Arctica-is an asteroid discovered by astronomerS.  I .  Beliavskiel on June 6, 1924- 

ardeiformes
ARDEIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of birds beak and feet long, with usually large size, such as the Heron.

ardentía
ardentia - refers, in medicinaã a problem of health, acid reflux and heartburn, which is usually given in pregnant women-

arditas



arditas-belonging to a rodent, reddish the spine, white black by belly, very restless-

arduidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition dearduo

arduina
Arduina- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  L .  N .  Borrelly on November 19, 1894-

areca
name given to a variety or species (-) Hazel the India or Indica-

arecas
belonging to a variety or species Philippines depalma-

arenaria
.  belonging to the scientific name of the dicheya, Chilean plant -

areniscos
It is said those who are mixtures of sand. -

arequipa
Arequipa- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  H .  Metcalf on December 7, 1912-

ares
Greek God of war. -

arete-
Arete- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  Palisaon May 21, 1879-

arethusa
Arethusa-asteroid discovered by K.  T.  S O  Luther on November 23, 1867-

arfeen
corresponds to the expression ''  '' cabeceen 39 vessels;  ''. -

arganeo
Arganeo-It is the shackle or ring mounted on the end of the anchor rod to make firm in it, the chain, rope or cable. 

arganeos
Arganeos-belonging to the shackle or ring mounted on the end of the anchor rod to make firm on it, the chain, rope or
cable. 



argentes
argentes - refers to the name of the wind blowing from the eastern part, in Greece -

argentina-
Argentina- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on February 20, 1901-

argentinos
refers to the natives of Argentina-

argilita
argillite - refers to very fine-grained compact rock untipo -

argos
Argos - refers to the expression: individual very alert, attentive and vigilant -

arhuaco-
Arhuaco-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Cesar-Magdalena-

arhuacos
Arhuacos-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Cesar-Magdalena-

ariadne
Ariadne-asteroid discovered by N .  R.  Pogson on April 15, 1857-

aributos
attributes -.  says of the grades or qualities or conditions Dela property of a be -

arietes
battering rams-belonging to the steamship, armored and equipped with a spur that was used to ram other ships and
spoothe them. -

arizona-
Arizona- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerP .  L .  Lowell on April 9, 1907-

arkansas blak
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

arkansas blak
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

armadijo



armadijo-refers to the ancient name by which armadía, almadía or canoe-

armadijos
armadijos-belonging to the ancient name by which armadía or almadía was known, rowing vessel,

armadía
armadía-group of loggers joined flatly, in order to drive them floating, in rivers or calm waters-

armadía almadía
assembled almadía-one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and hollowed-out
logs-

armadía o almadía
armadía or almadía- it is one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

armadía, almadía
armadía, almadía-one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and hollowed-out
logs-

armadía-almadía
Armadía-almadía-it is one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

armadías
armadies-belonging to a group of loggers joined flatly, in order to drive them floating, in rivers or calm waters-

armadías o almandías
armadies or pertenecent warehouses to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with
carved and hollowed-out logs-

armado aracnoideo
Arachnoid armour-it is said of a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

armado o aracnoideo
armed or arachnoid - it is said of a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-

armado, aracnoideo
armed, arachnoid - it is said of a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from
epidermal tissue-



armado-
armed- It is said of a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal tissue-

armado-aracnoideo
Armado-arachnoid- is said of a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

armados
armed- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-

armados aracnoideos
Arachnoid armours- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal tissue-

armados o aracnoideos
armed or arachnoid - belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

armados,aracnoideos
armed, arachnoid- belonging to a type of vegetable indument that has stingers, sharp prominences from epidermal
tissue-

armados-aranoideos
armoured-arachnoid- belonging to a type of plant indument that has stingers, sharp prominences coming from epidermal
tissue-

armandías almandías
armandías-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

armandías o almandías
armandías or warehouses- belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with
carved and hollowed-out logs-

armandías, almandías
armandías, warehouses-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved
and hollowed-out logs-

armenia-
Armenia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on January 25, 1914-

armentales
relating or belonging higher alganado



armoisín
armoisin - refers to a kind of very thin fabric made of silk that comes from Italy-

armona
Armona - refers to a factory which produces the SOAP or a store where they sell SOAP and its assorted products -

armor-
Armor- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  le Morvanel on December 19, 1913-

arn
RNA-siglas corresponding to ribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid involved in protein synthesis and is responsible for
transferring genetic information between human cells.

arnillos
rings-belonging to the expression : fish of the Antilles, similar to the barber but his body is not crushed-

arnolda
Arnolda- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on March 3, 1924-

aroínas
belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidadel aro-familia of the Araceae -

aroje
Aroje-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department ofAmazonas-

aroje o yuri
aroje or yuri-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department of Amazonas-

aroje yuri
aroje yuri-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department of Amazonas-

aroje,yuri
aroje, yuri-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department of Amazonas-

aroje-yuri
aroje-yuri-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department ofAmazonas-

arojes
redbirds-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas-

arojes o yuríes
arojes or yuries-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department



ofAmazonas-

arojes yuries
arojes yuries-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of
Amazonas-

arojes,yuries
arojes, yuries- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department
ofAmazonas-

arojes-yuries
arojes-yuries-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department
ofAmazonas-

aronia
.  belonging to the name of the frutode the aronia, of the United States-

arpeo
Arpeo-It is a small anchor or rezón that is used to recover anchors, chains, fishing gear or other objects lost at the
bottom of the sea-

arpeos
harpeos-belonging to a small anchor or rezon used to retrieve anchors, chains, fishing gear or other objects lost at the
bottom of the sea-

arpía
fabulous animal / monstruocon face of maiden and bird of prey body -

arquear
arch-is said how to measure the size of ships, from their volume,

arqueo-
Tonnage-This is the interior volume of the hull and superstructure of a vessel.  It can be gross, comprising the entire
capacity of the vessel, and net to capacities, after deducting non-useful spaces.  

arqueolíticos
relating or pertaining to stone age

arqueos
tonnage-belonging to the interior volume of the hull and superstructure of a vessel.  It can be gross, comprising the
entire capacity of the vessel, and net to capacities, after deducting non-useful spaces.  

arquetipos



Archetypes - belonging to the expression: original and primary in an art or something else - model

arquitrabe
Architrave-refers to the expression : horizontal stone beam that supports the ceiling, located between columns or
between a column and the wall. -

arranque
start - it refers to the expression: principle, from props, an arch or vault -

arrastradera-
trawler- means, in a boat, the auxiliary sail hoisted under the boom. 

arrastraderas-
trawlers belonging to the auxiliary sail hoisted under the boom. 

arribada arribaje
Arrival Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribada o arribaje
Arrival or Arrival- Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the
destination or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. -

arribada, arribaje
Arrival, Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribada-
Arrival ?-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination or the
stopover, for any unforeseen cause-

arribada-arribaje
Arrival-Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribadas
Arrivals- belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the
destination or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause.  -

arribadas arribajes
Arribadas arribajes- pertaining to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which
was neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 



arribadas o arribajes
Arrivals or arrivals-belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
not the destination or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribadas, arribajes
arrivals, arrivals-belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribadas-arribajes
Arrivals-arrivals- belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribaje arribada
Arrival Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribaje o arribada
Arrival or Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the
destination or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. -

arribaje, arribada
Arrival, Arrival- Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribaje-
Arrival-Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination or the
stopover, for any unforeseen cause-

arribaje-arribada
arrival-arrival - Action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was not the destination
or the stopover, for any unforeseen cause-

arribajes
Arrivals- belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was neither
the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribajes arribadas
Arrivals arrived- belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribajes o arribadas
arrivals or arrivals-belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 



arribajes,arribadas
arrivals, arrivals-belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribajes-arribadas
arrivals-arrivals- belonging to the action and effect of arriving, obligatory or forced arrival of a ship to a port, which was
neither the destination nor the stopover, for any unforeseen cause. 

arribar-
arribar-1 ) It is about putting the rudder to the appropriate band so that the ship turns to leeward.  It is the opposite
maneuver to pray.  2) Arrive the ship at port. 

arribo-
Arrival-refers to the voice given by the crew announcing to the crew the intention to fall from the wind, which requires
regulating the hunting of the sails and the placement of the weight of the crew. 

arrizar
It refers to: placing something on the boat in a proper way so that it holds up despite the rocking-

arroceros
relating or pertaining alarroz

arronzar-
Arronzar-refers to: Falling too much the ship to leeward, which is known as going to the ronza-

arrufadura
arrufadura-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher than
the center- 

arrufadura arrufo
arrufadura-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher than
the center. 

arrufadura o arrufo
arrufadura or arrufo- refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arrufadura, arrufo
arrufadura, arrufo- refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher
than the center. -

arrufadura-arrufo
arrufadura-arrufo-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher
than the center. 



arrufaduras
wrinkles-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the upper deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher than
the centre-

arrufaduras arrufos
Wrinkles arrufos- belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the upper deck or keel so that the fore and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arrufaduras, arrufos
wrinkles, wrinkles-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the upper deck or keel so that the fore and stern limbs are
higher than the center. -

arrufaduras-arrufos
wrinkles-arrufos-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the upper deck or keel so that the fore and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arrufo
arrufo-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel, so that the bow and stern limbs are higher than the
center. -

arrufo arrufadura
arrufo arrufadura-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher
than the center. -

arrufo o arrufadura
arrufo or arrufadura- refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arrufo, arrufadura
arrufo, arrufadura-refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher
than the center. 

arrufo-arrufadura
arrufo-arrufadurase refers to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are
higher than the center-  

arrufos
arrufos-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher than
the center. 

arrufos arrufaduras
Arrowroot-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are higher
than the center. 



arrufos o arrufaduras
arrowroots or arrows-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arrufos, arrufaduras
wrinkles, wrinkles-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the upper deck or keel so that the fore and stern limbs are
higher than the centre-

arrufos-arrufaduras
arrowroot-cooing-belonging to the longitudinal curvature of the high deck or keel so that the bow and stern limbs are
higher than the center. 

arsinoe
Arsinoe- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on June 20, 1895-

arte cisoria
calls of this form to the art of carving, from a food into pieces to serve.

artemis
Artemis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on September 16, 1868-

artiodáctilos
Artiodactilosse is of a / / unaorden of ungulates that have an even number of toes on each paw, such as ruminants and
pigs.

aruaco
aruaco-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department ofCesar-Magdalena-

aruaco arhuaco
Aruaco Arhuaco-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments of Cesar-Magdalena-

aruaco o arhuaco
Aruaco or Arhuaco-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments of Cesar-Magdalena-

aruaco-arhuaco
Aruaco-Arhuaco-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments of Cesar-Magdalena-

aruacos arhuacos
Aruacos Arhuaco - members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of
Cesar-Magdalena

aruacos o arhuacos
Aruacos or Arhuacos, members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments



of Cesar-Magdalena.

aruacos,arhuacos
Aruacos, Arhuacos - members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, had their habitat in departments of
Cesar-Magdalena-

aruacos-
aruacos-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Cesar-Magdalena-

aruacos-arhuacos
Aruacos-Arhuacos - members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of
Cesar-Magdalena.

arundíneos
arundineos = is said of those who have or poseenaspecto similar to the shank.

arundíneos
relating or belonging to lacana.-

arvejas
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents the vetchling

arzario
Arzario-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the departments of La Guajira-Cesar-

arzarios
arzarios-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of La
Guajira-César-

arzolla
name given to a variety or species (-) Thistle cotton or borriqueno

asareros
belonging to a variety or species wild deciruelo-

asas
lasasas, gomorrpertenecientes to the.  belonging to the extracted biogenic umbelliferae - plants

asativos
relating or belonging alcocimiento of something in their own juice or juice.



asbestinos
relating or pertaining alasbesto

ascensiones
ascents-belonging to the action: '' Ascend, climb ''-

aseciones
assertions-belonging to the action: assert, ensure, give by the way something -

asede
asede: (verb asedar), put soft as silk, commonly hemp or flax.

asedios
sieges-belonging to the action: '' bother and annoy one with claims ''-

asensos
consents-belonging to the action or effect of: '' nod, corroborate what before has been exposed how true or suitable ''-

aserciones
assertions-belonging to the action: assert, ensure, give by the way something -

aserrados
boules = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendientes as the sierra.

ases
refers to Nordic diosesbienhechores.

asesar
Aces-refers to the expression: breaking someone's head, opening a person's brains-

asesinatos
murders-belonging to the action or effect of: '' killing so blatantly ''-

ashaninka
ashaninka-individual of an Amerindian indigenous people spread over what today constitutes the territory of Peru and
Brazil-

ashaninkas
ashaninkas-members of an Indigenous Amerindian people spread over what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

asia
Asia-asteroid discovered by N .  R.  Pogson on April 17, 1861-



asiduidad
assiduity - refers to which fulfils its obligations not only with frequency and regularity, but with zeal, commitment and
dedication -

asiduo
regular - refers to the persistent person in the achievement of an objective, timely, constant-

asiste
refers to the expression ''  '' accompanies someone on a public Act ''  ''.

asísmico
aseismic - refers to stable lasregiones of the Earth's crust, where there are no earthquakes-

asmr
asmr-initials belonging to: ''  '' sensory Meridian response autonomous ''  '' , autonomous sensory meridian response,
English -

asniles
relating or pertaining alasno

asolar
obliterate - refers to the expression: dry fields or fruit of the action of heat and drought -

aspasia
Aspasia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel on December 9, 1895-

aspereza
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deaspero

assur
Assur-refers to the expression : ancient city of Mesopotamia, a World Heritage Site-

asta
It's an offensive weapon of the ancient Romans, composed of iron, shaft and ferrule, it used as Lance, as well as DART,
by pulling by hand to the enemy.

asta-
Asta- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on March 22, 1925-

astart
Goddess delamor-fertility-se offered you human sacrifices-



astarte
Astarte- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Kopffel on September 21, 1908-

astarté
Goddess delamor-fertility-se offered you human sacrifices-

astarté
delamor – fertility goddess

astarté
Adonis diosaamante

aster
It is a genus of perennials composed of flowers with solitary heads gathered in corimbo.-

astidamía
Astydameia-refers in Greek lamitologia, to the spouse of Acasto and Queen of Iolcus-

astraea
Astraea- asteroid discovered by K.  L.  Hencke on December 8, 1845- 

astrales
relating or belonging to losastros

astringencia
astringency - refers to touch lasensacion of the constriction of the mucous membranes of the mouth -

astringente
astringent - refers to a dermatological product that complements skin cleaning -

astrolabio
the oldest scientific instrument is an instrument, perhaps is credited to Hipparchus of Nicaea. It was used by sailors to
the half of the 18th century as a navigation tool-

astrolabios
astrolabes-belonging to the expression: old astronomical instrument for measuring the position and movement of an
object in the sky -

astronaútica
It refers to the study of navigation and exploration of interplanetary and interstellar spaces.

astucia



It is said of the quality or quality or condition deastuto

asuán
It refers to the city in the South of Egypt, capital of the eponymous province. -

asumiese
assume - it refers to the expression: take responsibility, it responsabilizase something -

asurcados
It is said of those who have grooves or cracks -

atablan
corresponds to the expression ''  '' pave the Earth already sown to table dragged by horses ''  ''.

atabrina
It is the synthetic quinine.

atajuelo
atajuelo - refers to the expression, in short, ''  '' trail or trail where abbreviated Road ''  ''-

atala-
Atala- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerP.  P .  Henry on November 2, 1875-

atalante
Atalante-asteroid discovered by H.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel October 5, 1855- 

atamante
character, grandfather of = Citisoro, in Greco-Roman mythology

atangonar
atangonar-refers to placing a tangon, that is, in sailing, put a strut so that the cleavage fist is separated so that the wind
enters well into the sail. -

atareados
It is said of those who have much work -

atasia
astasia - refers to the expression: almost complete loss of the Faculty maintain the verticality of the human being -

atavióse
ataviose - refers to the verb unainflexion spruce -



atavismos
behaviors that lead to forms of life more primitive ancestors. -

ataxia
It's an anomaly of execution of voluntary movement, due to a lack of coordination by the deep sensitivity disorders.

ate
Ate- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel august 14, 1870-

ateísticos
relating or pertaining alateismo

ateliosis
ateliosis - refers to the expression: incomplete development of a human being -

atenea
Goddess of lasartes-science

atermal
athermal, says of that which is relative or belonging ( to / to/el-la/) = cold mineral water.

ateroma
ateroma-refers to lacumulation, in the inner wall of large arteries, of lipid plaques that evolve into sclerosis and
calcination-

ateromas
atheroma - belonging to the accumulation, in the inner wall of large arteries, of lipidic plaques which evolve into sclerosis
and calcination-

ates
name given to a variety or species (-) indigenous Cherimoya in the Philippines

atesten
swollen something hollow, pressing what gets into it.

athor-
Athor- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomerJ.  C .  Watson on April 19, 1876-

atis
Cibeles, his servant diosamante eunuch and driver of his chariot pulled by Lions

atis



diosgriego of the vegetation of Phrygian origin - was transformed into Pine by Cybele, her lover.

atlantistas
relating or belonging to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization-

atlatl
It is propeller elbaston or lanza-dardos by the Aztecs-

ator
Goddess delamor-female principle of the cosmos-

atossa-
Atossa- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on September 8, 1915-

atómicos
relating or belonging to losatomos, constituting corpuscles of matter.

atrabiliosos
relating or belonging alatrabilis ( 41 black cholera;

atrabucado
choked-cannon that has a wide or trumpeted mouth. -

atrabucados
choked-belonging to the cannon that has a wide or trumpeted mouth. 

atracciones
attractions-belonging to the action: '' attract, arouse interest or sympathy ''-

atractivo
It is said the quality / quality or physical or moral condition of a person -

atravesaba
cross-refers to the expression: I put something so that It goes from one part to another

atravesabas
cross-refers to the expression: you put something so that it goes from one part to another

atravesados
It is said of those who have bad intentions or bad character -



atravesamos
we go through-refers to the expression: we put something so that it goes from one part to another-

atravesar
cross-refers to the expression: put something so that one thing happens from one part to another

atravesarás
you'll go through-refers to the expression: you'll put something so that it goes from one part to another

atravesaré
I've come through-refers to the expression: I'll put something so that I go from one part to another

atravesarse
Traverse-refers to crossing a ship to the sea, receiving the waves through. 

atravesáis
you cross-refers to the expression: put something so that it passes from one part to another-

atravesé
cross-refers to the expression: I put something so that I move from one part to another

atraviesa
refers to the expression puts something so that it passes from one part to another

atraviesan
refers to the expressionputsomething so that it passes from one part to another

atraviesas
cross-refers to the expression: put something so that it passes from one part to another

atravieso
step-by-refers to the expression: I put something so that it goes from one part to another

atributo
says the quality or quality or condition decade one of the qualities of a

atributos
says the quality or quality or condition depropiedades an be

atrípetos
It says those who have black feet. -



atropina
poisonous atropine-alkaloid, extracted from the root of belladonna, solenacea plant; is an anticholinergic drug used to
activate the cardiac rite and also as an antidote by poisoning with organophosphorous insecticides-

atropinas
belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade plant Solanum, Belladonna, poisonous alkaloid -

atto
Atto - refers to the expression: compositional element that is equivalent to "a milonesima part". -

aturrar
aturrar - refers to the expression: fill, stack, colmar, mobbing, overflowing, charge -

atusa
Atusa-refers to the expression: trim hairs or whiskers from someone-

atusamos
Atusamos-refers to the expression: we cut off the hair or whiskers from someone-

atusan
Atusan-refers to the expression: cut the hair or whiskers from someone-

atusar
Atusar-refers to the expression: trimming the whiskers or hair of a person-

atusas
Atusas-refers to the expression: you cut off someone's hair or moustache-

atusáis
Atusáis-refers to the expression: Recortáis the hair or whiskers of someone-

atuso
Atuso-refers to the expression: I cut off someone's hair or whiskers-

audiciones
Auditions-belonging to the action: '' hear, perceive a sound through the ear ''-

audiencias
hearings-belonging to the actode '' hear an authority to those who claim something ''-

auditivos
relating or pertaining alorgano or the sense of hearing



auditores
relating or belonging to laauditoria

augur
It's one of the soothsayers more famous ancient Roma-Lo made through singing, flying birds and other procedures -

aukt
is an amulet or talisman Egyptian-

auque
Auque - refers, in Chile, to white lagreda -

auquis
gods queasumian surveillance of each village -

auras
auras-belonging to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

auravictrix-
Auravictrix- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on June 5, 1910-

aurelia-
Aurelia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 7, 1896-

auriculares
relating or pertaining aloido or to the ear.

aurora
Aurora-asteroid discovered byJ.  C.  Watsonel6 September 1867-

aushiri
aushiri-individual of an indigenous people of South America, lives on the banks of the Napo River, a tributary of the
Amazon and which suffered an important emigration to Brazil.

aushiri o vacacocha
aushiri or vacacocha, an individual of an indigenous people of South America, lives on the banks of the Napo River, a
tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiri vacacocha
Aushiri Vacacocha - An individual of an indigenous people of South America, he lives on the banks of the Napo River, a
tributary of the Amazon and who suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.



aushiri,vacacocha
aushiri, vacacocha- an individual of an indigenous people of South America, lives on the banks of the Napo River, a
tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiri-vacacocha
aushiri-vacacocha- an individual of an indigenous people of South America, lives on the banks of the Napo River, a
tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiris
aushiris-members of an indigenous people of South America, lives on the banks of the Napo River, a tributary of the
Amazon and which suffered an important emigration to Brazil.

aushiris o vacacochas
Aushiris or Vacacochas—members of an indigenous people of South America—live on the banks of the Napo River, a tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiris vacacochas
Aushiris Vacacochas, members of an indigenous people of South America, live on the banks of the Napo River, a
tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiris,vacacochas
Aushiris, Vacacochas—members of an indigenous people of South America, live on the banks of the Napo River, a tributary of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

aushiris-vacacochas
aushiris-vacacochasmembers of an indigenous people of South America, live on the banks of the Napo River, a tributary
of the Amazon and which suffered a significant emigration to Brazil.

ausonia
Ausonia-asteroid discovered byA.  Gasparis on February 10, 1861-

australes
relating or pertaining sur alhemisferio

austria-
Austria- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael march 18, 1874-

autarquía
It is said the quality / quality or condition of being that it is sufficient to itself

autofobia
Autophobia-refers to the expression: a phobia of isolation, loneliness, feeling ignored by other people-

automisofobia
Automisophobia - refers to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain people have of getting dirty; lack of cleanliness or



odor-

automisofobias
automisophobia – pertaining to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain people have of getting dirty; lack of cleanliness or odor-

autoría
It is the quality or quality or copyright status, especially, artistic or scientific work

aúlicos
relating or belonging to the Court or Palace

aúriga
Aúriga-constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal-

aúriga el cochero
Aúriga El Cochero-it is a constellation located in the cosmic zone Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

aúriga o el cochero
Aúriga or El Cochero-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal-

aúriga-el cochero
Aúriga - El Cochero-refers to a constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal-

avacados
It concerns asemejantes or similar to a type of cow, with long belly and few spirit-


